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General review                                                                 

  
The industrial hatchers are mobile deployable system, the 
manufacturer can fit parts together and  delivers  to the company 
seat. The system can be redeployable at any time.  

The power house of the system is made of 50 mm thick painted 
steel-plate galvanized with zinc on both sides and the thermal 



insulation is guaranteed by polyurethane materials.  The junctions 
of these sandwich panels have seal free from water and  heat 
transmission. 

The uniform temperature and ventillation are given by central 
electric fan. The heat radiators are within this air current.  

The hatchers having 2100-4200 egg-capacities are water cooled, but 
air cooling systems are used for 1200 egg-capacities. 

The pre-hatchers are assembled by automated rotation mechanics.  

The egg-trays are rotated +/- 45 degrees by mechanics and the 
pause time between  rotations is adjustable usually 2 hours. 

Automated water level control disc humidor ensures the humidity 
of hatchers. 

Machines have pre-hatcher  egg-trays set /9-14-28 pcs/. The plastic 
chicken egg-trays are made by Petersime with capacities 150 eggs.  

The egg-trays can be changed for hatching several eggs /quail, 

partridge, duck, goose, turkey etc./. 
 

 
 

Functioning 

  
The whole system is programable microprocessor controlled.  



Various measured data, adjusted parameters are on the display and 
stored in the memory too. 

The software is menu driven, data setting and handling are very 

easy. 

The level of temperature and humidity are controlled within 
permissible  tolerance. The system has active multilevel protection 
against dangerously increasing temperature. In this case first the 

heating is stopped, but if there is further rise a fine cooling  will be 
switched on, if it is not enough a strong cooling will work. If this 
process can not be controlled, the system alarm.  

Remote alarm is also possible. 

  
Operational requirements 

  
Power supply: 230 / 50Hz single-phase plug connection  

                          3x380V / 50Hz, 10 A for machine of 4200 
typ                                                           All mains current are supported 
by fuses 

Water supply: ½ ’’ water-system and water-drain connections  

  
Installation requirements 

  
The system needs appropriate hygienic and thermal 

conditions.     The temperature in the hacher hall is 15-25 C, for this 
reason the air conditioning and ventillation are continuous. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

I enclose a brief in English, the services provided by us. In 

connection with the hatching we could sell the following items:  
  
1. Feasibility Study (Conditions Survey) 

2. Select the appropriate type 

2. The sale of equipment (ex works plus VAT) 
3. Organisation of Transport 
4. Installation and start-up 

5. Professional Support 
6. Teach 

7. Turnkey delivery 

8. ensure Spare Parts 

9. Warranty 

10. Warranty support over time 
 


